This toolkit is accompanied by a resource CD which contains a number of reports, resources, and organizing tools on law enforcement violence against women of color and trans people of color. It is intended to supplement and provide background to the information contained in the toolkit, and inform the sample workshop we have included. While INCITE! may not necessarily endorse the language, political perspective, analysis or conclusions of every document we have included on the resource CD, we do think that they all provide important and information that is not widely available.

The CD is organized into folders of documents as follows:

Folder A - Research Reports on Law Enforcement Violence Against Women of Color and Trans People of Color


2. Law Enforcement Violence Against Women of Color, in The Color of Violence: The INCITE! Anthology

3. Driving While Female: A National Problem in Police Misconduct, Samuel Walker and Dawn Irlbeck, Police Professionalism Initiative, Department of Criminal Justice, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002


11. Revolving Door: An Analysis of Street-Based Prostitution in New York City, Sex Workers Project, 2003

12. Unfriendly Encounters: Street-Based Sex Workers and Police in Manhattan, Sex Workers Project, 2005
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## Folder B - Resources on Alternatives to Law Enforcement Responses to Violence Against Women and Community Accountability

2. INCITE! Principles of Community Accountability document

## Folder C - Organizing Tools

1. Responding to Mandatory Arrest Toolkit - Safehouse Progressive Alliance
2. Fix Broken Policing Toolkit - INCITE! Denver
3. Safe Streets, Strong Communities Outreach Flyer
4. *Documenting Our Stories: Decolonizing Research Through Community Based Research Projects*, The Data Center, 2005
5. *Power to Our People! Participatory Research Kit: Creating Surveys*, The Data Center, 2004
8. *Warning! Protect Yourself from Immigration Raids!*, CASA of Maryland, 2007
11. *Street Harassment flyer* - INCITE! D.C.